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Season 5, Episode 24
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House and the team are intrigued by Scott, a man whose left brain and right brain operate independently, leaving him with two distinct personalities and no control over some of his actions. As the two sides of Scott’s brain struggle for dominance, his warring personalities make it increasingly difficult for the team to figure out what is causing the unique problem. The team is forced to use some unusual methods to get him to cooperate with their necessary testing. Meanwhile, when House refuses to make an appearance in the clinic, Cuddy takes an unconventional approach to force House to make up the time with a particular patient.
Quest roles:
Anne Dudek(Amber Volakis), Kal Penn(Lawrence Kutner), Jennifer Crystal Foley(Rachel Taub), Carl Reiner(Eugene Schwartz), Ashton Holmes(Scott), Maria Thayer(Annie), Richard Sabine(John), Jason Boegh(Leo), William Woff(Minister)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
11 May 2009, 00:00
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